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0. Summary

A procédure for the design of a motion/force controller for a

manipulator, the end-effector of which maintains a stiff contact

with the environment, is presented. Based on the computed torque

approach and on projections on the motion and force subspace, this

procédure leads to decoupled controllers that are capable of

ensuring a global stability and are applicable to stationary as

well as to mobile contact surfaces.
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l. Introduction

In many industrial applications like, for example, automatic

assembly, deburring and grinding opérations, the end-effector of a

robotic manipulator has to maintain contact with the environment.

The manipulator's controller has then the dual objective of

ensuring a desired motion of the end-effector and of the end-

effector exerting a specified force-torque on the contact surface.

When the contact between the end-effector and the environment

is stiff most of the available design procédures rely on a hybrid

scheme where the controller action is the sum of two components

(Raibert and Craig (1981)). The first component, intended to

satisfy the motion requirements, is computed as a function of a

projection of the position/orientation error into the subspace of

velocities that are compatible with the contact constraints. A

second component, intended to satisfy the contact force

requirements, is computed as a function of the projection of the

contact force error into the subspace of admissible forces.

Typical among various refinements of this scheme is the work

of Faessler (1990) which gives a procédure for the design of a

motion/force controller in the task-space, and the work of

McClamroch and Wang (1990, 1993) which offers a similar procédure

using the space of generalized coordinates. Issues concerning

physical implementation have been discussed by many authors
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including Yoshikawa and Sudou (1993), Wilfinger et al. (1994), and

Ferretti et al. (1995) . Also of interest here is the paper by

Ferretti et al. (1993) which considers the intégration of the

above controllers into currently available industrial hardware.

While adéquate for many applications, a drawback of most of

thèse developments is that they lead to controllers that can only

guarantee feedback stability in a local sense, that are decoupled

only within a certain approximation/ and that are only applicable

to stationary contact surfaces. Thèse difficulties/ explicitly

recognized by Raibert and Craig, McClamroch and Wang and Ferretti

et al., also appear to be présent in the procédures proposed by

other authors (like/ for example, An and Hollerbach (1989),

Faessler (1990), Fisher and Mujtaba (1992), Yoshikawa and Sudou

(1993)).

The objective of this paper is to présent a design approach

whereby, at least in principle/ stability and decoupling may be

ensured in a global sense, and applicability carries over to mobile

contact surfaces. A distinctive feature in pursuing this objective

is that we require the desired contact force-torque to be specified

as a function of the end-effector's actual position and

orientation, rather than as a function of time independent from

thèse éléments (as it is the case in the available procédures).
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2. Problem statement

In the joint space, the dynamics of a manipulator is modeled

by the following équation (see for example Craig (1989), p. 205)

T = Dq + H (l)

where T is a vector representing the generalized forces provided by

the actuators; q is a vector representing joint variables; D is the

manipulator's mass-matrix; H représente the generalized forces

produced by Coriolis, centripetal and gravitational accélérations.

From eqn l, we obtain that the dynamics in the workspace of

the end-effector is given by (Craig (1989), p. 211)

œ = Mv + V (2)

where v représenta the linear and angular workspace velocities of

the end-effector/ œ is a force-torque representing the influence of

the forces produced by the actuators on the end-effector's

workspace dynamics; V represents the influence of the forces

produced by Coriolis, centripetal and gravitational accélérations.

The entries of eqns l and 2 are related as follows

M = JE'-IDJE-I (3)

V = JE'-I{H - DJE-1JE q} (4)

v = JE q (5)

T = JE'û) (6)

X = f(q). (7)
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Here, JE is the Jacobian matrix associated with the end-effector,

JE' is its transpose, % is a vector representing the end-effector's

workspace position and orientation, and f (. ) denotes the

manipulator's direct kinematic function.

When the end-effector is in contact with the environment,

eqns l and 2 are replacée! with

T=Dq + H+ Te (8)
and

œ = Mv + V + Oc (9)

where Te and (Oc represent (respectively in generalized- and in

workspace-coordinates) the force-torque that the end-effector

exerts on the contact surface.

Denoting with XD(t) the end-effector's desired position and

orientation and with CùcD(x(t)) the specified force-torque to be

exerted to the contact surface, the problem is to design a

motion/force controller that receives as input %, v and eue

(or equivalently q, q and Te), and gives as output T such that

lim x(t) = Xo(t) (10)
t ->00

and

lim Oc(t) = œcD(X(t)) . (11)
t ->00



3. Some structural properties

A stiff contact implies that the end-effector satisfies a set

of position-orientation constraints of the form

hi(x(t))=0, i=l,..,m, (l)

where scalar functions hi (.) dépend on the géométrie properties of

the end-effector and the contact surface.

It follows from eqn l that q may be représentée! as

q = [qi' q2'] ' (2)

with qi8R^, ^=n-m, q2SRm, and

q2 = g(qi) (3)

where g is a function implicitly defined by hi. From eqns 2 and 3

we also have

q = Jg qi/ (4)

where the nx^ matrix Jg is described by

Jg :=

'!<

[Vgj
;5)

I{ denotes the ^-dimensional identity matrix and Vg is the

Jacobian of g. By combining eqn 2.5 with eqn 4 it follows

v = Jqi,

where J:= JeJg.

;6)
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Remark 3.1. In writing eqns 2 and 3 we have tacitly assumed hi and

f to satisfy the conditions required by the implicit function

theorem (Isidori (1989), p. 404).

Remark 3.2. Eqn 4 suggests that the columns of Jg span the subspace

in the joint space of the manipulator velocities that are

compatible with the contact constraints (eqn l). Similarly, eqn 6

suggests that the columns of J span the subspace of admissible

end-effector velocities in the workspace. This subspace is called

the motion subspace.

Remark 3.3. Under a stiff contact, the work done by the force-

torque exerted by the end-effector on the contact surface is null

and therefore we must have

J'œc = 0. (7)

This means that the contact force-torque belongs to the orthogonal

complément in the workspace of the motion subspace. We call this

orthogonal complément the force subspace.

Remark 3.4. The matrices

n,:= j(j'j)-lj' (8)

and

H£:= In - H, = In - J(J'J)-1J' (9)
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are self-adjoint/ mutually orthogonal projection operators. In

particular, the columns of Fin, span the motion subspace, the

columns of Tïf span the force subspace, and HmV = v, and r[fCùc =fflc.

4. The design procédure

Following common practice, we consider a controller structure

made up of the parallel combination of a motion controller and a

force controller. Accordingly, the workspace dynamics of the end-

effector may be viewed as given by

©m + CÙf =MV+ V+ (Oc, (l)

where cûm and cùf denote the influence of the motion and the force

controllers. We design the motion controller so that it produces a

force-torque cùm capable of providing the desired motion

lim x(t) = Xo(t) (2)
t ->00

under the contact constraints

hi(x(t)=0, i=l,..,m. (3)

We design the force controller so that it produces a force-torque

Cûf capable of satisfying the force requirement

lim û)c(t) = û)cD(x(t) ) (4)
t ->00

under the constraint of not influencing the motion of the end-

effector.
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Before carrying out thèse steps, it is helpful to observe the

following. By pre-multiplying both members of eqn l by J' and by

taking into account eqn 3.7, we have

J'CÙn, + J'CÛf = J'MV + J'V. (5)

It follows that the constraint of ©f not influencing the motion of

the end-effector imposes

J'Of = 0. (6)

Eqns l, 5 and 6 taken together imply that û)m and (ûf must satisfy

J'Cù^ = J'MV + J'V (7)
and

©f = (In - J(J'J)-1 J'){MV + V - CÙ^} + ®c. (8)

To design the motion controller/ consider now the joint-

variable vectors q and qo such that

X = f(q) (9)

and

XD = f(qo) . (10)

Observe that, since

lim x(t) = Xo(t) (11)
t ->00

is équivalent to

lim q(t) = qott), (12)
t ->00

from eqns 3.3 and 3.3, eqn 11 is équivalent to

lim qi(t) = qiD(t) . (13)
t ->00

10
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Also observe that from eqn 3.6 we have

v = Jqi + Jqi (14)

and therefore that eqn 7 can be rewritten as

J'œ^ = J'MJqi + J'V (15)

where (using eqns 2.3 and 2.4)

V = V + MJqi. (16)

Consider now the control
t

On, = MJ{qiD + Kpe + Ko e + KiJo edt} + V (17)

where Kp, Ko and Ki are positive-definite diagonal matrices and

e:= qiD-qi. (18)

By inserting this control into eqn 15 gives
t

J'MJ(*e + Kpe + Ko e + KiJo edt} = 0 (19)

which implies/ since J'MJ is a positive definite matrix,
t

{*e + Kpe + Ko e + Ki Jo edt} = 0. (20)

This implies in turn eqn 13 and therefore eqn 11.

Proceeding to design the force controller, note that, by

virtue of eqns 8 and 11, we can satisfy eqn 4 by simply setting

CÙf = (I-J(J'J)-1J') {MV+ V - ©m} + CÙCD - œcD. (21)

However, this open-loop control not being particularly robust with

respect to perturbations, it may be préférable to opt instead for a

feedback control of the type

©f = G>cD + KF(CÙcD-œc) (22)

11
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where Kr is a positive definite diagonal matrix.

By combining eqns 17 and 22, the motion/force control becomes
• t

..

(û=MJ{qiD + Kpe + Ko e + KJo edt} + V + (ùcD + KrtœcD-œc) . (23)

By now multiplying both sides of this équation by JE' and by

taking into account eqns 2.3, 2.4, 2.6 and 16, we obtain the vector

of forces to be supplied by the actuators
t

• .

T=DJg{qiD+Kpe+KDe+KJoedt}+H+DJgqi+JE' {©cD+KF(fflcD-Cùc) } . (24)

Remark 4.1. The controller described by eqns 23 and 24 is made up

of a computed-torque controller modified by the parallel addition

of a force component (Figure l) . In the particular instance of

unconstrained free motion, that is when Ig=In/ Cûc=0, and CÙCD=O, it

coïncides with the computed-torque controller (see for example

Craig (1989), eqns 10.4.12-.16) . As in the classical case, the

dynamics of the errors in our controller are globally stable,

completely decoupled, linear and time invariant, and characterized

by eigenvalues with arbitrarily assignable values.

Remark 4.2. We have tacitly assumed the contact surface to be

stationary with respect to the workspace. If the contact surface is

mobile, our procédure remains valid by simply replacing eqn 16 and

eqns 3.1-.7 with the following équations

d (JE g)
V = V + M{Jqi + — (16')

dt

12
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hi(x(t),t)=0, i=l,..,m/ (3.1')

h,(f(q(t),t)=0, i=l,..,m. (3.2')

q2 = g(qi,t) (3.4')

q = Jg qi + g (3.5')
• • •

v = Jqi + JaJgqi (3.7' )

where
^g-

g = [0, —]'. (3.7")
^t

Remark 4.3. In an actual implementattion our motion/force

controller will have to be modified so as to work well under the

inévitable présence of joints flexibility, sensors résonances and

time lags, viscous and Coulomb friction/ external perturbations,

and similar physical factors. While a detailed discussion of the

required modifications falls behind the scope of the présent brief,

their nature should be the same as that discussed by, among other

authors, Yoshikawa and Sudou (1993), Wilfinger at al. (1994),

Yousef-Toumi and Gutz (1994), and Ferretti et al. (1995). The ad

hoc correctives that thèse authors have found effective in

ensuring a robust performance for their controllers should prove to

be equally effective in the case of our controller. In particular,

the introduction a control component proportional to the intégral

of the force error should play an important rôle in improving

robustness in many practical applications. In spite of its général

13
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acceptance, however, a word of caution concerning this corrective

is in order. Because J'(©cD-œc)=0 does not necessarily imply J'

(®cD-©c)dt =0 (though it does in most of the cases considered in

the cited literature), the intégral of the force error could lead

to a control ©f that does not necessarily satisfy eqn 6 and which

could interfere with the desired motion of the end-effector.

5. An illustration example

Consider the task of having the end-effector (P) of the planar

manipulator in Figure 2 maintain a stiff contact with the circular

line (x2 + y2 = (î} , move along this line so that ypD(t) =. S^sint, and

apply at the point of contact a vertical force of intensity equal

to a(l+y2/-f) .

This task can be carried out by applying the control described

by eqn 24 where Kp, Koy Ki, and Kp are positive scalars and entries

D, H and Jp. are as follows (Craig (1989), p. 204)

m2^2(l+2c2)+ (mi+mzK2 m2^2(l+C2)

m2^2(l+C2) m2^2

D=

H=

-m2^ZS2q2':-m2^S2qiq2+m2^gci2) + (nii+mz) ^gci

mz^Szqi^+mz^gCiz (2;

14
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l ~ •cûl2 —<-û>12

(3)
JE=

^Cl + ^Ci2) ^Cl2

where Si:=sinqi, Ci:=cosqi, Si2:=sin (qi+qz) , €12 :=cos (qi+q2) .

The constraint x7 + y2 = t2 implies that

^2{ci2+ ciz2 + 2ciCi2 + si2+ Si22 + 2siSi2} = f2 (4)

and therefore that

qz = - 271/3. (5)

It follows, from eqn 3.6, Jg=[l 0]' and Jg=[0 0] ' .

The values of qio / qio and qio are as follows

qiD(t)= 7t/3 + arc sin{ypo/^} (6)

qiD(t)= ypD/cos(qiD-7l/3) (7)

qiD<t)= fvpD/^+sin(qiD-7l/3) qiD}/cos (qiD-TC/3) . (8)

The value of cùco (X)=®CD (x/y) is equal to {a(^2 + y2)/^3}[x y]'.

With the application of this control position and force errors

are decoupled and the error dynamics is globally stable, time

invariant, and characterized by arbitrarily assignable eigenvalues.

Thèse properties would not have materialized had we approached the

same task by applying the available design procédures (as, for

example, those adopted in the cited literature).

15
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Conclusions

The proposée! controller is made up of a motion controller

that produces the desired motion for the end-effector and a force

controller that générâtes the required force between end-effector

and environnent. The motion controller is obtained by applying the

computed torque approach and the force controller by adding a

proportional force feedback.

This controller ensures a global feedback stability, is

completely decoupled and is applicable to stationary as well as

mobile surfaces of contact. Thèse properties exist partly 'because

we have formulated the motion/control problem by requiring the

desired contact force-torque to be a function of the end-

effector's actual position and orientation rather than a function

of time independent from thèse éléments (as is the case in the

available literature). In addition to being amply justified from a

physical point of view, this formulation appears to considerably

simplify the design and to lead in a natural way to the sought

after controller properties.
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Nomenclature

%: vector representing position and orientation of the

manipulator's end-effector in the workspace;

©e: vector representing force and torque that the manipulator's

end-effector applies to the contact surface;

T: vector of generalized forces supplied by the actuators;

q: vector of generalized coordinates (joint variables)/

Te: vector of generalized forces produces by fflc;

f(.): the (direct kinematic) function relating q to %;

XD/ ©CD/ qiD/ TcD: desired values of ^, fflc/ qi/ and Te;

D: mass-matrix of the manipulator;

JE: the Jacobian matrix of the end-effector;

JE': transpose of JE;

hi(.): function describing a holonomic contraint;

qi: component of q the value of which is not constrained by the

contact between the end-effector and the environment;

{,: dimension of qi/

q2: component of q the value of which, in view of the contact

between the end-effector and the environment, is a function of qi;

g: the function relating q2 to qi;

Vg: the gradient of g;

20



Jg: a Jacobian matrix in the space of generalized coordinates/

FIm: a matrix projecting the space of generalized coordinates into

the motion subspace;

Ri: a matrix projecting the space of generalized coordinates into

the force subspace;

©m: motion component of co;

®f: force component of û).

(.'. length of the links of the planar manipulator.
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